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Credit Is A Needed, Want 

 
From the words of an anonymous writer, credit traps people into buying things they do not 

need. Credit cards are a headache and generational poverty is real. In fact, the overuse of credit 

has become such an issue that the focal point has been lost. Initially, credit was put in place for 

society to utilize as a ‘seed.’ Hence, the term burrow which of course, allows us to have as 

much as we would like, with the established trust that the payment will be made in the future. 

(definition) (source) As time progressed, abusing this privilege has accumulated to more debt in 

our economy. Therefore, it can be argued that credit is | therefore, it can be argued that credit 

has been used to over satisfy the use of one’s desires. | It is the fundamental supplier of | for 

the wants of society. 

There are four different types of credit: Change cards, Service, Installment, and our most 

common usage, Revolving credit. Because most credit cards are in Revolving form, they set 

|take precedent for | modern day behavior(s) , the behavior(s) of society, today. Briefly | Best 

transitional word to introduce this portion?, you are given a maximum credit limit. In the 

eyes of Credit Bureaus they (first?) look for two things: How well can you pay this amount back 

and most importantly, can you pay on time? (Is this a question or a statement I am trying to  
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present?) Furthermore, follow up questions include How much can you pay back? Is it just the 

bare minimum? These obligations | ultimatums | fulfillments create the basic outline for credit 

being (perceived as?) good or bad. In this aspect, credit is most certainly a need. Most 

importantly, it is a need for both corporations and business owners because each have a need for 

possession | ownership. Without one, the other cannot exist.  

For example, When a person wants to purchase a home they seek assistance from banks by 

inquiring | asking for a loan. The aftermath is | Afterwards, the bank provides loan, hence; 

giving the ‘ok’ upon bargain. In addition, (it is agreed upon that?) at any time while purchasing 

if a person fails to make payments on time or in full, the bank can legally reclaim ownership. 

(Good synonym or alternative word for ‘realistically?’) | Unfortunately, the bank is one of our 

biggest competitors | worse enemy. Legally, they’re | capable of eviction | capable of 

evicting while still holding the individual responsible for the full amount of their loan. 

Hypothetically, (another word for Realistically or phrase ‘if you think about it’? ) the 

generational curse repeats. Money accumulates for bank or mortgage lenders in exchange for 

loan seekers. Prior to this exchange, most banks contribute to the beginning stages of debt 

through an interest fee: As you pay back, you also pay interest. This blindly follows into the 

cycle of debt. 

Salaries across the United States are intentionally fixed so that the average working person 

relies on credit for basic living. (i.e. low wage, inconsistent raise in paycheck.) Although credit 

helps to establish your ability to borrow money, Government officials have allowed the repeated  
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cycle of debt to brainwash this | several | future generation(s). If you think about it: A vast 

majority of African Americans who rely on credit, do so for materialistic use.  

 

Generally, credit is an essential way to life. It is needed, but it is also something that can 

be lived without. It becomes a want when individuals abuse the privilege of having one; 

nonetheless taking care of their desires as opposed to basic needs. (Galileo source insert) With 

collaborative effort, we have not been conditioned to replace burrowing with accumulating 

more income. In fact, credit was intended to be the ‘seed’ that grows economical revenue. 

Instead, burrowing to buy has replaced the idea of investment..The modern translation of over 

usage  is ’I ‘want’ to buy a new car.’ (Source: Statistics that prove credit is used wrongly.) 

Therefore, statistics prove that credit users experience difficulty when differentiating between 

emotional and rational decision making. 

In addition to Millennials, the façade behind having good credit or bad credit has been heavily 

forced upon the middle and lower class.  Millennium today acknowledge that credit scores can 

affect anything from a job search to an apartment rental. (source)  Furthermore, many believe 

that without credit it can become harder to survive. Realistically, because generational wealth 

flows heavier in upper class parties, the illusion of credit is by far a need, it is a want. Reason 

being, cash flow is greatly inherited which has allowed credit to be used as one’s cushion. In 

contrast, (Best way to compare how middle and lower class rely on credit where it is not a 

cushion.) 
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 Those with any financial literacy realize that building credit is an important part of modern life, 

and cautiously use credit cards to reap benefits down the line. (source) With the subconscious 

overuse; statistically, the U.S. public debt has risen from October 2017 to 2018. As of October 

2017, the national debt per capita was around 62,034 U.S. dollars. Since then, the debt stood at 

around 21.7 trillion. (source)  

  
 


